
GREEN COMMANDOS  
Environment Day Event Held At Lowry Memorial College 

- Sapling Plantation 
 

Green Commandos collaborated with the well-known telecom support company – 

Subex, for organizing a sapling plantation event at Lowry Memorial College, K.R. 

Puram on the World Environment Day. The event was attended by around 10 people 

from Subex and another 10 people from Green Commandos. 

 

The event started at sharp 10:00 AM in the pleasant morning breeze. When the 

volunteers arrived, saplings were already bought and pits dug out by Bhuwan (a 

volunteer) for everybody to plant the saplings. The different varieties of saplings 

obtained were Silver Oak, Jack Fruit (native and hybrid), hybrid papal, and some 

other trees. 



 

Excitement was there in the air as everyone geared up to plant the saplings. The 

plantation drive was initiated by the college director who planted the first plant, 

following which all other volunteers started planting as well.  

 



The volunteers divided the work among themselves. Some of them carried saplings 

to the pits; some added compost to the pits; some removed covers from the 

saplings; some covered the pits after the planting while some fetched water.  

 

The campus of the college was very green and cool. There were lots of jack fruit and 

mango trees.  The ambience gave a feeling of traveling back in time – like being 

transported to a Bangalore a few years back. The trees and the space stood out as 

one of the major differentiating factors between past and present Bangalore.  

 

Preparing for a greener Bengaluru! 



It was about 2:00 PM that everyone was done with the work.  The 20 volunteers had 

planted an astounding figure of 85 saplings85 saplings85 saplings85 saplings and it still felt that there was room for 

more. A special note of appreciation for Mr. Balbir Bora for helping set up the entire 

drive and making ends meet for the event. Further plantation activities will be taken 

up soon and we look for a long relationship with Lowry Memorial College. 

 


